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You can download our publications for free – without registration.

We encourage you to reference, share and help others find them.

Materials published by IoTSF include contributions from security practitioners, researchers, industrially experienced staff and other relevant sources from IoTSF’s membership and partners. IoTSF has a multi-stage process designed to develop contemporary best practice with a quality assurance peer review prior to publication.
TechWorks and AI
TechWorks and AI
Our Goal for AI at TechWorks

• Most TechWorks members are professional engineers
  - senior, experienced, innovative
  - but new to AI/ML

• Aim to fill gaps in the market
  - Freely available guides
  - Initial plans: trustable AI and best practice guides
    • target is the professional engineer
    • see: github.com/TechNES-UK/best-practice-guide
Hot News: TechWorks AIxWG

• The AI Innovation Cross Working Group
• Announced 1 Feb 2024
• Launch event in London, April 2024
• www.techworks.org.uk/ai
Some Thank Yous

• Will Jones of Embecosm for organizing the inaugural AI Dev Room
• JJ Ashgar from IBM for chairing today
• Michel-Marie from Linogra
• Jonathan Clayborough and Stefania Delprete from the European Network for AI Safety
• All of you for making today a great success
See you all next year
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